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First we study the asymptotic behaviour on the unit circle of functions of the 
second kind associated with polynomials orthogonal on the unit circumference. 
With the help of these results we derive, as in the case of orthogonal polynomials, 
the asymptotic behaviour of functions of the second kind associated with polyno- 
mials orthogonal on the interval [ -1, 11. Special attention is given to the 
asymptotic behaviour on the interval [ - 1, 11. Using the known close connection 
between the Stieltjes polynomials and the functions of the second kind we find that 
the StreltJes polynomial E, + i( ., ( 1 - x2) a) is asymptotically equal to the 
orthogonal polynomial p,,+ i(x, w), if n?(x) dm is positive and twice con- 
tinuously differentiable on [ - 1, 11. Furthermore we give, for sufficiently large n, 
several “interlacing properties” for the zeros of the Stieltjes polynomials, such as the 
interlacing property of the zeros of two consecutive Stieltjes polynomials, of the 
zeros of E,, ,( ., (1 - x’)s) and p,( ., ,P), etc. Finally we show that for sufficiently 
large n the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula has all quadrature weights positive, 
if the weight function satisfies the abovementioned conditions. lc’ 1992 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. NOTATION AND INTRODUCTION 
First let us give some notation and definitions as well as some results 
from the theory of orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle which we 
need in the following. Polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle are studied 
in detail in the monographs of Szegii [29], Freud [3], Geronimus [lo], 
in the survey papers of Nevai [ 191 and Lubinsky [ 141, and in [ 121. 
Given a polynomial P,(Z) of degree n, we define the *-transform by 
&f(z) := ZnP,( l/5) 
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so that the coefficient of zj in PX is the complex conjugate of the coefficient 
of y-i in P,,(z), j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . rz. By 
&(z) := tj,Jz, Lip) := K,,? i “. 
with 
K,, := K,(~,u) and K,, > 0 (n = 0, 1, 2: . ..j. 
we denote the polynomials which are orthonormal on the unit circle iz/ = 1 
with respect to the finite positive Bore1 measure L+ on f-z? n], whose 
support is an infinite set, 
= 6,,“, for m, n = 0, I, 2, .~. . 
Obviously we have 0 < ICY < K~ < . . . < K, < ‘. which implies that 
lim K,, = K E (0, x 3. (1.1) 
n - 3: 
It is well known that these orthogonal polynomials satisfy a recurrence 
relation of the form 
cDn(zj := @,*(z, dp) := &(Z)/K, (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . j 
satisfy the recurrence relation 
a,:=a,,(dp):= -@,,+,(O,dp)= -$b,+l(o,dpjjK,+, (n=O, 1,2,...) (1.4) 
are called reflection coefficients or Schur parameters. The K,,‘s and a,‘s are 
related to each other by 
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hence 
12 ~ 1 
K;/K;= JJ (1+&J*) (n=O, 1,2 )... ). (1.6) 
I, = 0 
Next let us introduce the so-called associated polynomial tin of 4, 
defined by 
$Jz, ~Jp)=~J+“ti [q4,(eiej-fjn(z)] dp(O), 27cc0 --II ele - z (1.7) 
where 
(1.8) 
Note that the associated polynomials ($,) satisfy the recurrence relation 
Kn(&) $n+ I@, &) = K,i+ I(Qb) Z$,k? dP) -A+ ,(O, &I $n*(z, 4) (1.9) 
and the manic polynomials (Y,,) 
ul,, lb, &I = zY,,(z, &I + a,2 KT(z, &I, (1.10) 
i.e., the same recurrence relation as the cD~‘s with (a,(&)} replaced by 
{--a,(&)}. An important relation between the dn’s and $,‘s is given by 
The system of associated polynomials ($,) is orthonormal with respect o 
a measure p* which is defined in terms of ~(0) as follows (see, e.g., [27, 
pp. 106-1071 or [22, Lemma 21): Let 
F(z, Lip) := &j~z~dp(Q) for IzI < 1. (1.12) 
Then there is a unique measure p* for which 
F(z, d/i*) F(z, dp) = 1 (1.13) 
and p* is that measure to which the associated polynomials are orthonor- 
mal. Since F and p from (1.12) satisfy the relation (see, e.g., [26, p. 371) 
Re F(e”, dp) := .lin- Re{F(re”, &) j 
= P’(WCo for t?~ [a, b], (1.14) 
if p is absolutely continuous on [a, b] c [ -E, z] and ,D’ is continuous on 
En, b] it follows that, under the additional condition of the positiveness of 
p’ on [a, 61: p and ,u* are related to each other on [B, S] by 
~*‘(e);l~O*=ReIl,‘F(e’~, &)I 
=p’(Oj/c, jF(P. dpjl’ for BE [a, 6-j. (l.rs) 
Furthermore, let us mention that (see [7, Theorem 13. i ] ) 
Next let us define the n th function of the second kind g,(z, &) on 
the unit circle by, for EE N (henceforth N := {l: 2. 3. . j. and N, := 
(0, 1, 2, ..~I j. 
=4,,(i, dp) F(z, dpj+$,,(:. dpj 
= (&koK,,) -?* + o(Z” + ’ ), !:I < 2, (r.r71 
and the function h,,(z, dp), which we call the nth associated function of 
second kind, by 
= (h,,,k,, K,, ) Zn + ’ + o( 2” + ’ 1: /z/ < 1 (l.ra) 
(the second and third equality in relation (1.17) and (1.18) follow from [7> 
pp. 16,351) In the study of the asymptotic behaviour of rhe nth function 
of the second kind it will turn out that it is of advantage ?o consider the 
functions 
g:&, dp) = z -“g,(z, dp) and x,Jz, dpj=z-“‘+ %,,(r, dp, (i,18j 
instead of g,, and A,!. Furthermore, the so-called Szego function plays an 
important role. For a nonnegative measurabie function u in C-X, n] 
satisfying the Szegii condition log t’ EL, [ -71, n] the Szegij function D(z, C) 
is defined by 
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and has the following properties (see, e.g., [lo, pp. 13-19, 29, Chap. Xl): 
D(z, u) # 0 for IzI < 1, D(0, o) > 0, D(u) E H,, whence the radial boundary 
values 
D(@, ~1) := lim D(r@, 0) = Jj$j e--ig(e,v), (1.21) 
r+1- 
where ~$0, u)= 2-l log G(Q) exist almost everywhere in [ -TC, 7~1, V(e) 
denotes the conjugate function to v(e), i.e., 
qe)=&J e-T 
K 
U(T) ctg -2-- dT, 
and the integral is defined as a Cauchy principal value. Note that by (1.21) 
1 D(e”, u)l2= u(e) a.e. in [ -7c, 7t] (1.22) 
and in the case when u is continuous and positive on [a, 61 c [ - TC, z] 
1 D(e”, 71)12= u(e) for all 8 E [a, b]. (1.22’) 
Next let us state some facts on the connection between polynomials 
orthonormal on [ - 1, 11 and polynomials orthonormal on the unit circle. 
Let da be a finite positive Bore1 measure on [ - 1, l] whose support is an 
infinite set and let 
p,,(x, da) = k,x” + . . . with k, := k,,(da), n = 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
be the polynomials orthonormal with respect o da on [ - 1, 11, i.e., 
s 1 P,,(-‘c, da) P,,,(-c da) da(x) = 6,z.m for n,mEfVo. -1 
PJx, da)=x”+ . . . . RE N,, denotes the manic orthogonal polynomial. To 
such a measure o! on [ - 1, l] we attach the measure 
de) = 
a(i)-a(c0se) for eE [O, 7~1, 
~(COS e) - a( 1) for eE c-r,o] 
(1.23) 
on the unit circle. Obviously, if tx is absolutely continuous on [ - 1, l] with 
a’(x) = W(X) then p is absolutely continuous on I: - rc, rc] with 
,d(e) = ~(~0s e) lsin el for eE [-7t, 7~1. (1.24) 
If we set z= u-d= for YE @\[ - 1, l] we have the relationship 
between the Stieltjes transform of a and the function F( ., dp) from (1.12) 
(see, e.g., C7, p. 641) 
A= J’ da(x) = F(z, dp) ~ - , 
SO - I y-x 
(1.25) 
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where 
SO 
:= so(&) = j', dci(x) = ~Co(&). (1.26j 
Furthermore we attach to the measure a the measure 
cx*(cos e) = -p*(e) for BE [O, ;2], (1.27) 
where ill* is related to the measure p from (1.23) by relation (1.13). Putting 
and 
A, := A,,(&) := J27~(1+ a,, _ ,(dp j) 
(1.28) 
B,:=B,,(d,u):=,,/2n(l-a,,-,(&)) 
the following relations hold for n E N, x = i (z + z-l) (see [29, p. 2941 and 
c7, P. 651): 
Pn(-Y,dcr)=A,‘{z-“+1~2,,_l(z, dp)+Z’z-‘q52,z~i(z-‘, Lip)), (1.29j 
gn(x, A*)= B,;‘(z- ‘z+‘$*npl(Z, dp)+Zn-l$J*,~~:(Z-‘, dp)), (1.30) 
Pn-II-C (1 --u’j dgj 
and 
= 2‘q 
{Z-n+llj/*n-l(Z. dp)-z”- I$*n-l(Z-!, d/f)) 
-1 , (1.32) z-2 
where pl,‘! ,(x, A) denotes the associated polynomial of PJX, da), i.e., 
(1.33) 
Note that by (1.31) and (1.32) 
p’yr dLY)=p n ’ 3 -1(x (l-x*)da*). ” 7 (1.34) 
Finally the function of the second kind with respect o the measure 0: is 
defined by 
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and, as usual, we put for y E [ - 1, 1 ] 
4,0’, da) = Et?+ 4 [q,(y + i8, da) + qn(y - ic, da)] (1.36) 
and hence, for y E ( - 1, 1 ), 
q,*(y, da) = A- f ’ so -1 Pn(Xy da) da(x), Y-X (1.37) 
where f denotes the Cauchy principal value. 
In 1894 Stieltjes introduced and studied for the Legendre weight w(x) := 
a’(x) = 1 (his methods work also for general distributions da) those poly- 
nomials ~5,+~(y,dcl)=y”+‘+ -.., nowaday called Stieltjes polynomials, 
which are the polynomial part of the series expansion of (s,k,q,(y, da)} --I 
at the point infinity, i.e., 
{SOk”q,(y,da)}-l=E,,,,(B,da)+~+~+ .*.. (1.38) 
He showed (for a simple proof see, e.g., [24, Lemma 11) that relation 
(1.38) is equivalent to the orthogonality condition 
s 1 xiEn+ 1(x,da) &(X, da) da(x) = 0 for i = 0, . . . . iz. (1.39) -1 
Naturally the following questions arise: (i) for which distributions da are 
the zeros of E, + r( ., da) real, simple, and contained in the interval ( - 1, 1); 
and (ii) do the zeros of E, + i( ., da) and p,( ., da) separate ach other? For 
the Legendre weight Stieltjes conjectured that the polynomials E,, 1 have 
these two properties. In 1934, G. Szego [28] proved Stieltjes’ conjecture. In 
addition he proved that the conjecture holds true for the Gegenbauer 
weight function MJ(X, A) = (1 - x2)‘- ‘12, 0 < 1 d 2. 
Let us also note that Geronimus [6] in 1929, apparently unaware of 
Stieltjes’ results, considered polynomials J,( y, da) = y” + ’ + . . . defined by 
l/s,k,~~q,(y,da)=J,(y,da)+~+~+ .-.. (1.40) 
It turned out, see [18, Theorem 21 or Lemma 4.1 in this paper, that there 
is a close connection between Stieltjes and Geronimus polynomials. 
The interest in Stieltjes polynomials was renewed when Kronrod intro- 
duced in 1964 the quadrature formula, now called the Gauss-Kronrod 
quadrature formula, 
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where x,.,~ are the zeros of p,( ., dor) and the nodes l)P,n and weights 
CT Yjln Y. n T are chosen to maximize the degree of exactness of (1.41); thus 
R,(f) L 0 for all fE P3,Z + I (P,, denotes the set of polynomials of degree at 
most n) at least. It is not hard to demonstrate that the exactness condition 
K,(S) = 0 for fg pJtz + 1 is equivalent to the fact that IJ;:L: (x- yP,,*) 
satisfies the orthogonality condition (1.39) and thus, by the uniqueness cji 
the polynomial satisfying (1.39) which follows by the equivalence of (1.38) 
and (1.39) 
Surveys on Stieltjes polynomials and Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulas 
have been given by Monegato [lS] and Gautschi [4]. Concerning the 
Kronrod quadrature formula (1.41) the following question, besides (i) and 
(ii), is of interest: (iii) for which distributions dx are all quadrature weights 
0 ,,,n and Ye,,, positive? If the answer to question (ii) is positive, question 
(iii) requires in fact the positiveness of the CT,,..% only, since by 
Monegato [ 161 the positiveness of the Y~,,~ ‘s is equivalent to the interlacing 
property of the zeros of E,, + ,(x, da) and pH(x, da). With the help of Szego’s 
result [28], Monegato [17] has shown that the Gegenbauer weight 
u(x, %) = (1 -x’)‘-~” has all quadrature weights in (1.41) positive for 
0 < Id 1. Notaris [21] and, independently, the author [23] have shown 
that weight functions of the form 
W(x, 3,) := &2/k,(x) for x~(--l~ I), 
where s,, is a polynomial of degree nz positive on [ - 1, I], also satisfy 
properties (i)(iii) for n 2 m. For the special case sZ(-lc) = ( f i A)’ - 4).x2, 
- 1 < 3,~ 1, this was first discovered by Gautschi and Rivlin IS]. Recently 
we succeeded in proving that weight functions having a representation of 
the form 
W(x) = Jc-2 If(ei8)12, x = cm 8, 8 E [O, 771, 
whereJf(!‘(,-) is analytic andf(z) # 0 for IL/ < 1, satisfy all three properties too 
for sufficiently large n. In this paper, using a different approach, we extend 
this result to the wide class of weight functions of the form 
satisfying 
W(x) = (1 -x2) w(x) (1.42) 
and 
Jl-X’IV(.X)EC2[-1, I] 
JiS iiqx j > 0 for XE C-1, I]~ 
(1.42’) 
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The crucial point is the derivation of an asymptotic formula (respectively 
of a local asymptotic formula if w satisfies (1.42’) on a subinterval 
[cl, iZ] c [ - 1, l] only) for the Stieltjes polynomial E,, I. In order to get 
this asymptotic formula for E, + I one needs the asymptotic behaviour of 
the n th function of the second kind on the cut [ - 1, +l]. Similarily, as in 
the study of asymptotics of orthogonal polynomials on [ - 1, I ] (see, e.g., 
[29, Chap. IX]), it turns out that the asymptotic behaviour of the function 
of the second kind on [ - 1, l] can be derived from the asymptotic 
behaviour of the function of the second kind and its associated function on 
the unit circle. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the asymptotic 
behaviour of the function of second kind on the unit circle and its 
associated function is studied. In Section 3 it is shown how functions of the 
second kind on the unit circle and on the interval [ - 1, l] are related to 
each other. With the help of these results asymptotics for the function of 
the second kind on [ - 1, 1 ] are derived. In Section 4 for weight functions 
of the form (1.42), satisfying the conditions (1.42’), an asymptotic formula 
for the Stieltjes polynomial is presented; interlacing properties of zeros, as 
those of E,, 1( ‘, IV) and p,( ., IV), E,,,. I( ., W) and E,( ., IV), are given; and 
finally the positiveness of the Kronrod-quadrature weights is shown. 
2. ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF FUNCTIONS 
OF THE SECOND KIND ON THE UNIT CIRCLE 
Since, as we shall see, the asymptotic behaviour of functions of the 
second kind is closely related to that of the polynomials $,* and $,*, let us 
first state some known facts on the asymptotic behaviour of orthonormal 
polynomials on the unit circle. One of the important results is the equiv- 
alence of the following four statements (see, e.g., [7, Theorem 21.1; 10, 
p. 91): (i) The absolutely continuous part p’ of p satisfies Szego’s condi- 
tion, i.e., log ,u’ E L’[ -7t, n]; (ii) The finite limit lim,, ~ rc,,(dn) = K exists; 
(iii) x,:-0 la,(&)12 < co; (iv) {f$n*(z, dp)} converges uniformly for 1~1 d 
r < 1. In the case of convergence of (d,*(.z, dp)} we have 
lim 4n*(z, &) = D(z, p’)-’ uniformly on 1~1 <r < 1, (2.1) n-i0 
where D is defined in (1.20), and in particular, 
lim K,(&) = D(0, p’)-‘. 
n-so 
(2.2) 
Furthermore let us note that (2.1) immediately implies 
uniformly on 1zI k R > 1 (2.3) 
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and, with the help of [lo, (1.12)], 
lim &(Z, &) = 0 uniformly on /zI ,< I < 1. (2.4) n+JL 
It is also worth mentioning that (2.4), and moreover (2.1) together with 
(1.1) and (1.4), implies 
lim a,(&) = 0. (2.5) 
n + m 
Concerning the uniform convergence on the whole circumference 1~1 = 1 we 
have the following result which is essentially due to Szego (see [P i 12-j): if 




lim s,!(eiBS dp j = 0 
N - cr 
uniformly for 6 E [ -7-c, sr]; 
CD(T, f) denotes the modulus of continuity of a function /fE CzE, i.e., 
c0(r,f)=max{lf(6)-f(8)/ :~,%ER, jb-SiQr). 
If ~(t, ,u’) d K, zJ, 0 < a d 1, or w(z, ,u’) < K3 llog ~1 -I -‘-, .A> 0, then (see 
[IZ, p. 531) the error function E,, from (2.7) satisfies 
/E,(&‘, &)I 6 K,o 
( ) 
;, pr’ log n for %E L--n, E]. (2.8) 
Now, set forfe C[a, b], [a, 61 c [O, 27~1, 
45 .f~[a.6, = max(jj”(6)-f(B) : 6, %E [a, 61, 18-61 <r>. 
For an arc (e’“, e”) of the unit circumference Badkov [l] has shown that 
the limit relation (2.7) holds for all 6 E (a, 6) c [ - 7~, 7c] and uniformly 
inside (a, b), i.e., uniformly on each subinterval [aI, S,] c (a, b), if p 
satisfies the conditions 
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Under more restrictive conditions on /A an estimation for the rate of 
convergence can be found in [ 10, Theorem 5.61. For the following we need 
LEMMA 2.1. The following relations hold: 
d,*(z) i%(Z) -4(z) k(z) = $ (2.10) 
GL+l(z)=&z+l h(z) + 4x + l(O) ‘if&)* (2.11) 
&liL+1(z)=%z+1 &l(z) -I- 4,+ l(O) k(z)7 (2.12) 
K,+l(z)~,+1(5)-gn+l(z) m-(~o(z)~o(~)-~o(z) h(r)) 
n+l 
=(l-z$ c 11,(z)m for Z,CE@. (2.13) 
j=l 
Proof Using the representations of g, and h, given in the second 
equality in (1.17), resp. (1.18), relation (2.10) follows immediately from 
( 1.11). Relations (2.11) and (2.12) follow from the recurrence relations 
(1.2) and (1.9) of tin+i and $,+r. 
Thus only relation (2.13) remains to be proved. In view of (2.11) and 
(2.12) we have 
lc,zK,+ 1(z) = ~,+&4+hz+1(0) 8n(z), 
~n~,+l(z)=fL+l kw) + 4, + l(O) L(z), 
~,,5~,+1(5)=~,+1~,(e)+~,+,co)~,(5), 
- PI 
Multiplying and subtracting we get with the help of (1.5) that 
i;,+,(z)~,+1(5)-8.,+1(z) m 
=h,(z)i;,(r)-~,(z)g,ot(1-z~~~,+1(Z)j;n 
from which by induction relation (2.13) follows. m 
Relation (2.13) can be considered as a Christoffel-Darboux formula for 
functions of the second kind. 
LEMMA 2.2, The nth function of the second kind 2, and its associated 
function h”,, n E N,, are analytic on IzI < 1. Furthermore for each r E (0, 1) 
the sequences {g,(z)} and {&,Jz)> are uniformly bounded on JzI <r. 
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which implies, by (1.17), that for /zI < 1 
1 
g,(z) = - ! 
.x eie+z 
- e-‘“‘~Jeis) dp + I/K~c~ 
27~~ --II es-z 
(2.15) 
and hence g,(z) is analytic on Izj < 1. Since by (2.15) for Iz/ dr< 1 
the uniform boundedness of {g,(z) > on /zI 6 r < 1 fohows with the help 
of (1.1)~ 
The analyticity of z,, follows immediately from the fact that again by the 
orthogonahty property of 4n 
&j~~~Jpjd&--J Fdp. 
- ne 
The uniform boundedness of {x,(z)} on 1z-I < I’ < 1 can be derived now 
quite similarily to that of {g,(z)}. 1 
The following theorem gives a description of the asymptotic behaviour of 
the functions of the second kind on the unit circle. 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) Both sequences (h”,(z, dp)) and (g,(z, &)jK,,] 
converge uni$ormly on IzI < r < 1, where 
lim z,(z, dp) =0 for jzl x 2. (2.16) 
n-5 
@ the finite limit lim,, xI Ic,(dp) = K exists, then 
lim g,(z, dp) = i D(z, ,a’) uniformly on Iz/ < r < 1, (2,17) 
n-m 
where p’ is the absolutely continuous part of ,LJ. 
(b) Let R> 1. Suppose that both limit relations 
lim dT(z, dp) = D(z, p’)-’ and Iim I(s,*(z, dp) = D(z, (pi*)‘)-’ 
n--rcc n + m 
(2.18) 
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hold uniformly for IzI = R, respectively, uniformly on IzI < r < R and for all 
z= Re” on the arc [Re’“, Reib], where convergence is uniform on each 
subarc [Re”‘, Reibl] c (Re’“, Reib). Then the functions 2, and x, have an 
analytic continuation in IzI -CR and are continuous in Izj <R, respectively in 
(zl CR and in (Re’“, Reib), and both limit relations 
lim 
n-CC 
g,(z, d,u) = k D(z, p’) and lim x,,(z, dp) = 0 (2.19) 
n-m 
as well as uniform convergence hold on the same set as in (2.18). 
Proof. (a) In view of Lemma 2.1 (relation (2.13)) we have 
lk+,(412- I~,*+~~~~12-~lh”0~~~12- I&(dl’) n+’ - 
1- lzl* =j;l l~$zi(412. (2.20) 
Since by Lemma 2.2 {in} and {g,} are uniformly bounded on Iz( <r < 1 
it follows that the series on the right hand side in (2.20) converges, which 
implies that 
lim i;,(z) = 0 uniformly on Jzj 9 r < 1. 
n-CL 
Using the fact that again by (2.13) 
i?,(O) ho(z) - g,,,(o) d,, 1(z) = i GG Xj(Z) (2.21) 
and hence 
j=O 
Ii!,+,(O) d,,+1(Z)- i5n(O) &%&)I 
= i Lj(0)ij(Z) 
j=m 
we obtain, noting that by (1.17) g,(O) = ~K;/K,,, the uniform convergence of 
{ ~%(z)/K,} on 14 <r < 1. 
Concerning limit relation (2.17) let us recall (see the beginning of this 
section) that lim, _ iD K,, = ICE [w implies that limit relation (2.4) holds. 
Combining relations (2.10), (2.1), (2.16), and (2.4) the limit relation (2.17) 
follows. 
(b) First let us consider the case where the limit relations in (2.18) 
hold uniformly for Iz( = R and thus uniformly for IzI <R. Since 
(2.22) 
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it follows immediately by WeierstraB’s Theorem that D(L: (p*)‘)/D(z, ,u’) is 
analytic in /zj CR and, of course, continuous on jz/ = R. Hence, recalhng 
(1.16) D(z, (p*)‘)/D(z, p’) is the analytic, respectively continuous 
continuation of F in Izj <R, respectively Iz/ = R. III view of the second 
equality in (1.17) and (1.18) and Lemma 2.2 the statement on the analytic, 
respectively continuous continuation of 5, and g,, is proved. 
Next let observe that by (1.18) and (2.22) 
lim Z,Jz) = 0 
II + cc 
uniformly on 1 Q 1~1 d R (2.23; 
and thus 
lim E,(z) = 0 uniformly on jz/ < R, 
n-x 
which proves one part of (b). Since by the first limit relation in (2.18) 
{q5,*(ei8) = eFin8q3,,(ei”): converges uniformly for 6’ E [-II, rr] and thus, 
by (2.3), (~-24~)~ converges uniformly for Iz/ > 1, we obtain from 
relation (2.10), taking into account (2.23), the convergence behaviour of 
&7(4>. 
The remaining case, when convergence on a subarc is given, can be 
demonstrated quite similarily. 1 
Let us note that by (2.17) and (2.21) 
-- 
-f h,(O) tt,(z) = 2Kf, 
;=o 
uniformly on /zj <‘r < 1, if the finite limit hm,, 13 k.,(&) = K exists. 
For the special case (see [7, p. 241) that the reflection coefficients (a,,> 
satisfy 
la,./ < 1 for \I = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1 
i,e., 
and a,,=0 for :i = m, m + I, . ..) 
and thus, by (1.14) and (1.11) 
,u’(O) = co Re F(e”) = I/lq5~(ei6)l’ 
and 
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we even have equality in (2.19) for each n B m and not only in the limit. 
Indeed since a, = 0 for v = m, m + 1, . . . it follows that 
An+&) =a&) and $cl.k(Z) = 4ixz) (k = 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
hn+!&)=%?1(z) and IclZ+k(Z) = $zxz) (k = 0, L2, . ..) 
and thus, using relations (1.17) and (1.18) 
g,+k(z)=zJ- 
co 4:(z) 
and i; m+k(Z) =o (k = 1, 2, . ..). 
Concerning the rate of convergence on the unit circle, which is of special 
interest in what follows, we get, with the help of Theorem 2.1, the following 
statement. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let a E (0, z] and suppose that both limit relations in 
(2.18) hold uniformly for z = es, 8 E [ --a, a], where for n E N 
qbz(e8, dp) = D(e”, p’)-’ $ c,(eiB) (2.18’) 
with, for K, E R+, 
Is,(eie)l < K16, for f3E[-a,a] 
and 
lim 6,= 0. 
n-tm 
Then the following relationships hold for n E N : 
gn(eie, dp) =z D(eiQ, p’) + q,,(e”) 
and 
kAeie, 4) = q,,,Ae’% 
with, for K2 E R +, 
IVn.j(eie)l G Kz6, for 0E [-a, a] (j= 1, 2). 
Proof. From (2.18’) we get 






Hence it follows from relation (2.10) of Lemma 2.1 and (2.19) that 
qy(ei6) g,(e”) =; + Ofi?,) (2.25) 
which, in conjunction with (2.18’), gives the assertion for g,. 
Concerning the rate of convergence of Lfi to zero the assertion fohows 
immediately from relation (2.10), using (2.24) and (2.25). 
REMARK 2.1. Let us state some conditions under which the assumptions 
of Theorem 2,1(b) are fulfiilled: (a) &f p’ > 0 on [-x,~T] and 
p‘~ C’[ -7c, TC] or ifx.,“=, la,,/ converges then both limit relations in (2.19) 
hold uniformly on IzI < I. 
(b) lflogp’~L,[--x,x] and p’EC’[a,b], [a,b]c[--x,x], then 
both limit relations in (2.19) hold uniformly in /z/ < r < 11 and on each rubarc 
[e’*‘, eibl] c (eio, e”). 
(c) Let R’> 1. If p’(e)= If(e”)l’_L0 for 0~ t-n, n]? where f is 
analytic for /zI < R’, or if lim sup, _ s .‘J’ia,l =$ 1/R’, then the limit relations 
iM (2.19) hold uniformly for IzI < R < R’. 
ProoJ (a) Applying Theorem 26.1 of [7] to (a,> and ( -ax > Et 
follows that C,T=, la,,/ < cc is sufficient for both limit relations in (2.19) to 
hold uniformly on IzI < 1. If .D’E C’[ -x3 n] then it is known (see [13, 
Exercise 31) that the conjugate function 7 E Lip,[ -?t, R] which implies 
that F(e”, dp) = p’(0) + iT(0) E Lip,[ -71, n] and thus, since ,u’ > 0 on 
L-n, rr]: we have by (1.15) that (p*)‘ELip,[-n, n]. Hence, by (2.7) and 
(2.8) both limit relations in (2.19) hold uniformly on C-71, n], 
(b) can be proved analogously to the second assertion in 
Theorem 2.1 (b). 
(c) foilows immediately from [9, p, 821. See also [8, 20, 151. 
REMARK 2.2. (a j If p’ > 0 on [ -7c, TC] and p’ E C![ - TT, PT], the error 
functions q,,, i, j = 1, 2, from Corollary 2.1 satisfy, 
lvJeie, $)I dK2(log n)ln for 6E [-?r, 751, j= 1, 2. (2.26) 
(b j If ,p’ is of the form 
,u’(O)= If(e for OE r-x, x3> 
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where f is analytic for IzI <R, R> 1, then 
Iyl,JeiB, $11 < KJR”+’ for f3E[-q7c],j= 1,2. (2.27) 
Prooj (a) follows immediately from Remark 2.1(a), Corollary 2.1, 
and relation (2.8). 
(b) In view of [7, Theorem 26.11 and [9, p. 821 we get 
I.q,(e’@)l d K, f IanI <K, f Rpk 
k=n k=n 
which together with Corollary 2.1 gives the assertion. 1 
3. CONNECTION BETWEEN FUNCTIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 
ON AN INTERVAL AND ON A CIRCLE 
In this section we show how to represent he n th function of the second 
kind qn on the interval [ - 1, I] in terms of the nth function of the second 
kind in and its associated function z, on the unit circle. With the help of 
this result we easily get the asymptotic behaviour of the function of the 
second kind outside of the interval [ - 1, l] as well as on the interval 
C-L 11. 
Let us note that it follows immediately by the definition (1.35) of the nth 
function of the second kind that it is analytic on C\ [ - 1, l] and at infinity 
and that it can be represented in the form 
THEOREM 3.1. Let tl be a positive measure on [ - 1, 11, let 
p, F,so,A,, B, be given by (1.23), (1.25), (1.26), and (1.28), respectively, 
and put 1, = j’ 1 (1 - x2) da/j’ 1 dct. Then on writing y = 4 (z + z -I), we have 
for Izj <l andfor n>2 
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ProoJ First let us demonstrate that relation (3.2) holds. From (1.35) 






so 0 (z2-2zcos~+l) 
where in order to get the second equality we have used rhe facts that 
that p is symmetric, and that so = xco. 
Using the fact that, by (2.14), for m = 0, 1, . ..? n - 1, 
and, which can be demonstrated analogously, 
relation (3.2) follows by straightforward calculation. 
Relation (3.3) can be demonstrated analogously or directly using tke 
relations (3.1): (1.25), (1.29), and (1.32). 1 
From Theorem 3.1 it follows that ~-~+‘g~~-~, zPnh2n-l, zPngzn, and 
z -nI~2n can be represented as linear combinations of qn ~ ,( y, ( I- xl) &j 
and ,m q,,(y, da), y = 4 (z + z-l), where the representations of 
z -nf1g2npI and zPn k2”- I follow immediately from (3.2) and (3.3) while 
the representation for zPngZn and z-“h2,, follow from the second equality in 
(3.2) and (3.3) in conjunction with the relations 
d2n (2, &I = (1 (J, az,*- : )(zrbzn ~1 &4.% - 11, 
$~~(I)ICIZZ~(~ (+,%-I)t42n-l ,+)$2*,-1)+ 
which can easily be deduced from (1.2) and (1.2’) resp. from (1.9). 
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As a byproduct we obtain from Theorem 3.1 the following interesting 
representation of Pn(x, da*). 




p,(y, du*)=r I 
,I-, 
) -(~*-1)~n~,(~,(1-x*)du) du(y) I . 
s y-x 
Proof Let I, be defined as in Theorem 3.1. On the one hand we have 
in view of (3.2), (1.30), (1.31), and the relation 
(z-‘-z)/2=#Y for (zj < 1 
that 
Ioq,-,(Y, (l-x’)du) 
=pJy, doc*)-#&n-l(y, (1 -x’)da)F(z, dp), 
and on the other hand we get from (1.35) 
zoq,- 1(x (1 -x2) da) 




so --I Y-X 
which in view of (1.25) gives the assertion. 1 
Next let us consider the nth function of the second kind for weight 
functions of Bernstein-SzegG type, i.e., for weight functions of the form 
Vx) = lI(J- P,(X)) for XE(-1, l), (3.4) 
where p, is a polynomial of degree m which is positive on [ - 1, 11. It is 
well known that pm has a unique representation of the form 
p,(x) = c 1@~(e’“)l*, X=COSe,eE[O,7c],CER+, (3.5) 
where 
Q,(z)= fi (z-z”) with Iz,I < 1 for v = 1, . . . . m, 
v=l 
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and the z, are real or appear in pairs of complex conjugate numbers. For 
such weight functions we obtain from Theorem 3.1 the foiiowing simple 
explicit expression for the nth function of the second kind which we have 
derived by different methods in [25, (2.19)]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let P,~ and W be given by (3.4) and (3.5 j, respectiuei~~. 
Then. on writing y= $ (z+T’), (z/ < 1, ir’e havefor j’o a=\[ - 1, 1] andfor 
Zn>m+l 
froof: Easy calculation gives, using Cauchy’s Theorem, that 4, := 
Gc cDp, is orthonormal with respect to ,u’(O) := W(cos 0) lsin 81 = 
b4&Xei~)l’ and thus the relations given in the example following 
Theorem 2.1 can be applied, which by Theorem 3.1 gives the assertion, 
With the help of Theorem 2.1 and 3.1 we obtain the following asymptotic 
representation of the function of the second kind outside of the interval 
[ - 1, 1] due to Barrett [2] and Geronimus [ll, (XII.34)], where the 
last-named author gave a very short and elegant proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. (Barrett [2], Geronimus [ 11] ). If the brjeighi fkzction w 
is ii2 the SzegG class, i.e., if (1-X2)~~1’210g~~!(x)~h,if-l, l] tketi tke 
relation 
.JpT q”(y, w) d% 
=-D(y-Jy2- I, w(cos ej [sin 191) +E,(J, it,) 
(y-Jq)” so 
holds, where lim, _ ,Ii E,(Y, w) = 0 uniformly on each com~pac? subset C$ 
C\[-l 11~ 
Proof Let A, be defined as in (1.28). In view of reIation (3.3) we have 
for /zI <l andy=$(z+z-‘) 
I 
Z-“A, Jy2 - 1 q&s w) = g2n- 1(z, dp) + xznm i(z, d/i): 
where p’(O) = w(cos 0) Jsin 01. Taking into consideration the facts that 
I 
z=y-Jy2-l= l/(y+.Jy2- 1) 
and that by (2.5) 
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the assertion follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 since, as mentioned at 
the beginning of Section 2, relation (2.2) holds. 1 
In order to study the asymptotic behavior of functions of the second 
kind on C-1, t] let us put, for XE C-1, 11, 
q,+(x, da) := ,bIy+ qn(x + i&, da) 
and 
q;(x, da) := Ji+rn+ q,Jx - iz, dol). 
Hence if q,: and q; exist we have 
qnk da) = 
4,:(x, da)+q,(-% doll 
2 
for XE t-1, 11. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 1, = ,,/%/f\, (1 -x2) W(X) dx, I, = -&/so, and 
p’(O) = w(cos f?) lsin 01. The asymptotic representations 
q?- I(cos 8, (1 - x’)w) = I,eL”‘“OD(e”‘iB, p’) + s,,i(eiB) (3.6) 
q,,-,(cos 8, (1 -x’)w)= I, Re(ei”eD(eie, ,u’)+~,,,(e~“)> (3.7) 
sin Bq,(cos 8, w) = fz Im{ei”eB(e’B, p’) + s,,,(ei”)> (3.8) 
hold with 
lim .qi(eie) = 0 (j= L2) n-m 
(a) unz~orml~ for eE[o,2n] if JTz&(X)Zm>O and 
~iTW(X)ECi[-1,1-J, 
(b) uniformly for 8 E [arccos t2 + 6, arccos c1 - S], 6 > 0, if 0 <m d 
J~W(x)~Mand~~,(x)EC’[S,,52], [~l,<2]~[-1,+1]. 
More precisely, if 
Iq5z(eie, dp) - D(e”, d,u-‘1 < KIS, for nEN 
on the set where uniform convergence occurs in (a) or (b), then 
Is,Jeie)l d K,d,, for nEN (j= L2) 
on this set. 
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Progf: Using the fact that 
(v/~)+ (,yj= -(\/m)- (x)=ivm for XE c-1, n-j5 
where that branch of x/n which is positive on (1, zc ) is chosen, we 
have 
and 
(y-,/y2- l)+ (cos 8)=e-‘@ 
(y-Jj=l- (cos 19)=ei0 for 8 E [O, 7i]. 
Since in Theorem 3.1 y E @\,[ - 1, l] and z E (z E @ : 1~1 < 1> are related to 
each other by z = y - ds we get from Theorem 3.1, observing that the 
boundary values lim; _ cr~ F(z, &) = lim, _ .,u ,J- qo( I’, ~1)~ by the 
assumptions on p’(0) = ~(cos f3) lsin 81, certainly exist, 
and 
Recalling that 
lim A,,= lim B,=,/L (3.11) 
n+m n-cc 
the assertion now follows from Theorem 2.1 combined with Remark 2.1, 
Corollary 2.1, and Remark 2.2. 1 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the Jacobi weight function IV(X)= 
(I -x)‘-“~ (1 +x)~~‘~’ on C-1, 11. We get immediately 
and 
p’(e) = (1 - cos ey (1-f cos ep 
D(z, ~‘)=2-‘“+fl’.iql -z)” (1 +zj? 
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In view of Theorem 3.3 we get the known asymptotic formula 
qJcos 8, w) + &,(COS e) 
Js2-(a+fl)/2 Im{e’“‘( 1 - eie)’ (1 + eie)P} =-- 
SO sin 0 
Jzc 
= -s,(l-cosO) (a-l);2 (1 +cos~)‘8-lv2 
x sin((n + (CI + 8)/2)0-cm/2), 
where lim, _ i. s,(cos 13) = 0 uniformly on [S, rc - 61, 6 > 0. 
It is well known that the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second 
kinds are the solutions of a certain singular integral equation. From 
Theorem 3.3 we obtain the interesting fact that a corresponding result 
holds asymptotically for the polynomials pn(x, w) and pn ~ r(x, (1 - x’)w). 
COROLLARY 3.3. The relations hold, for y E ( - 1, l), 
1 ’ f PAX, H!) - ___ w(x) dx 71 -1 y-x 
= -MW&-7 P,*-I(.?4 (l-x2j~9+-Es,,2(.?) (3.12) 
and 
1 1 - f 7.c -1 p”“x;,” ;*2)‘t’) (1 -x2) M,(X)C1’X 
where B,,i(cos f!I),j~ (1, 2>, converges uniformly on the same set and at least 
with the same rate as the function E,,~ (e”), j E { 1, 2}, from Theorem 3.3. 
Proof. Obviously we have 
Re(eineD(eiB,p')} = ID(eie,p'))2 Re(e’*eD(e-‘B,p’)} 
and a corresponding relation holds for the imaginary part. Taking into 
account that by (1.29), respectively (1.31), (2.7) and (3.11), y=cos 0, 
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respectively 
the assertion follows immediately on recalling Definition (1.35). 
If the weight function is of Bernstein-SzegG type then again we even have 
equality in (3.12) and (3.13) and not only in the iimit. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let pm be polynomial cf exact degree m, which is 
posititle on [ - 1, 11, and sef 
Gt/(x)=l/~~1-x2pm(x) SOY xE(-1, lj. 
Then the following relations hold for 2n - 12 nz: 
and 
ProojI,- Let @,, be defined by (3.5). Since, as already mentioned, 
q5, := t:‘c Qrn is orthonormal on 1~1 = 1 with respect to ,~‘(e) := 
W(cos 19) Jsin 01 = l/i~~(eie)l”, the results of the example following 
Theorem 2.1 can be applied. Hence for 2n - 1 > m 
2rL 1 
g2n - 1(& P’) = - - 
so 6,s) 
and 
and with the help of (1.29) and (1.3 l), JJ = cos 0, 
,/%p,,(y, W) = 2 Re{e”“-“‘“d,(e’e) j 
and 
t/Lpn-l(~j, (1 -s’) W)= 2 Im{e”“-“‘“~,,(e”)j/sin I!?. 
The assertion now follows from (3.9) and (3.10) by simple calculation. 
Corollary 3.4 could also be proved with the help of Corollary 3.2. 
Setting pm - 1 in Corollary 3.4 we obtain the well known integrai 
equations for the Chebyshev polynomials of first, respectively second kind. 
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4. ON STIELTJES AND GERONIMUS POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we first derive asymptotic formulas for Stieltjes and 
Geronimus polynomials defined in (1.38) and (1.40). With the help of these 
results for a quite general class of weight functions it is shown that all zeros 
of the Stieltjes and Geronimus polynomials are simple and contained in 
(- 1, 1) and that the Kronrod quadrature formula has all quadrature 
weights positive. 
The next lemma, part (a) of which we have given in a slightly different 
form in [24, Lemma 31 and part (b) of which is essentially contained in 
[ 18, Theorem 21, shows how Stieltjes, respectively Geronimus polynomials 
are related to functions of the second kind on the unit circle. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 
Q,(z, do) := 2"+1 
zn+l 
k,(da) s,q,(; (z + z-l), da) 
= 1 + f dj,,,Z’ for IZI < 1. 
j=l 
(4.1) 
(a) The Stieltjes polynomial E, + l( ., da) is given by 
E,+l(cos 0, dcO=2-” Re(S,*+l(e’o, Q,(., d~))-4+l,,,/2}; 
(b) the Geronimus polynomial J,,( ., dcr) by 
J,(cos 0, dcc) = 2~” Im{S,*+ I(eiB, Q,( ., dcl))}, 
where S,,(z, f) denotes the nth partial sum of the series expansion off at 
z = 0. 
ProoJ: (b) Let 




j=O 2J7z >. 
If we set z=y-,/y2-l,y=i(z+z-I), then we obtain from (1.40) in a 
neighbourhood of the point zero that 
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and thus 
S,*(z, Q,( ., da)) = i lL_ jz”-j 
j=O 
which immediately implies 
which proves part (b). [ 
Now let us give the announced asymptotic formula for Stieltjes and 
Geronimus polynomials. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) Suppose that .the weight function u’ satisfies 
and 
O<mdJl-x%(x) for XE C-1, 11 
Ji7w(x)Ec’[-1, 1-j. 
(4.2) 
Let ,u’(0) = w(cos 0) lsin 81 and fi( -, p’) = D( .) p’)/D(O, p’). Then the Stielt- 
jes, respectively Geronimus polynomials have the asymptotic representation 
2”E,,+1(~~~0, (1-x2)~~,)=Re(s,T+l(e’6,a(.,~‘)-1)+~,(ei’,~’)), (4.3) 
respectively 
2”J,(cos8,(1-x2)~c)=Im{S,*+,(e’e,~(~,~’)~’)+~,(e’B,~‘)~ (4.4) 
where lim, _ ~ E,(eiB, p’) = 0 uniformly on C--E, n]. More preciseiy, for 
TZEN, 
(b) Zf w satisfies the conditions 
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then 
2”E,+l(cOS 8, (1 -X’)W) 
= Re{S,*+ l(eie, &-, ,u’)-‘I- (A+ l,,/2) + deie, P’)), 
\Vhere lim, _ ~ c,(eie, p’) = 0 unifornzZy for 0 E [arccos t2 + 4, arccos 5, -q], 
q > 0. Furthermore relation (4.4) holds uniformly on [arccos c2 + q, ’ 
arccos <r-q], y1>0. 
ProoJ: Concerning part (a) put 
Q,,(z) := Q,<z, (1 - x’)w), 
k, := k,( (1 - x2) dcl)), and D(z) := D(z, p’) 
where Q,(z, (1 -x’)w) is defined in (4.1). From Theorem 3.1 combined 
with Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.1 we get 
2 n+l 
I= lim QJO) = lim 
n-m n-m J%,D(O,/d) 
where we have taken into account (4.1), and 
Q,,(e”) := .li~i~- QJre”) = 6(ei0)-l + &,(eiB) (4.6) 
where, by Remark 2.2, 
h,(eie)l G K,(log n)/n for 6~ [ -71, 7r]. 
Since ~1’ EC’[ -71, rc] implies (see, e.g., [ 13, Exercise 33) that the 
conjugate function $E C’[ -rr, rc], the function F := F( ., dp) defined in 
(1.12) has the properties, see (1.14), 
coF(e”) = p’(0) + iF(0) and F(e”) E C’[ -x, TC]. 
Thus it follows with the help of the second relation in (1.17) and (1.18) that 
E2,,+ I(eie, 4) -z 2n+ l(e’e, dp) E C’[ -q ~1. Using the fact that by (1.22’) 
D(eie) # 0 for 0 E [ -71, rc], since p’ > 0, and thus, by (4.6), Q,(eie) # 0 on 
[-7c,7c] fornan,, we get that Q,(eie) E C ’ [ -K, rr] and moreover satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition on [ - rc, rr] with Lip-constant L, for II > n,. Observ- 
ing that by assumption on $, log p’ E C2[ -71, n] and thus the conjugate 
function &$ E Cl [ --n, X] we obtain with the help of (1.20) that 
log D(e”) E C’[ -71, rc] and thus @eie)-’ E C’[ -q ~1. Hence 6-l 
satisfies a Lip-condition on [ - n, n] which implies on the one hand by well 
known results on Fourier series (see, e.g., [30, Chap. II]) that 
IB(eie)-l -S,+ I(eie, BP’)1 < K,(log n)/n for 0~ [ -7r, 7r], (4.7) 
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and on the other hand, in view of the uniform convergence of 12,; to 6 lr 
that the Lip-constants L,, of Qn, nan,, are bounded by a constant Kc~ 
Hence 
lQ,(eiO) - s,z+ l(e’07 Qn)I 
< K&g n J/n for 8~ [-E~x] andn>n,, 
which, in conjunction with (4.6) and (4.7), gives 
lSn+,(eiO,~~‘)-Sn,.,(eiO, Q,,l 
d K,(log n )ln for 8~ [-rc, rr] andnan,. 
(42) 
(4.9) 
Next let us demonstrate that 
lim Cl,+I.n=O. (4.10) 
II + cc 
If we set 
b-‘(z)= f d,,zli 
n=F 
then we have, since log ,U’E L’[ -rc, n], that 8-l E H2 and thus 
lim d,, =O. 
II - c32 
Since Re Q,(eie) and Re @eis)-’ are continuous on [ -71, rc] we get by 
applying Schwarz’s formula (see, e.g., [30]) and by taking into considera- 
tion relation (4.6) that 
which proves (4.10). Part (a) now follows from (4.9) an 
Concerning part (b) it is not difficult to check that all arguments used 
to prove relation (4.9) also hold locally, where in (4.6) and (4.9) (log ~)/a 
is to be replaced by 6, where 6, w 0. 1 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following important 
asymptotic relations. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let k, denote the leading co&icient of pn(x2 (1 - .-c2)w)~ 
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(a) Suppose that the weight function w satisfies the assumption of 




k,,J,(x, (1 - x*)w) = p&, (1 - x’) W) + 6,,,(x), 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
16,z,j(x)l d W% n)ln for x~[-1, l],nENandj=1,2. 
(b) If w satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1(b) then 
k,E,,+~(x, (l-~*)w)+k,d,+~,./2”+~= ~n+l(x, ~~)+&r,~(x) (4.13) 
and 
k,J,,(x, (1 - x.~)w) = pn(x, (1 - x’)w) + Z,,,(X), (4.14) 
where lim, _ i. $n,.j(x)=O uniformZy on [t, +6, c2-S], 6>0. 
Proof. (a) First let us prove (4.11). In view of (1.29) and (2.7) we have 
A,z p,(cos 19, w) = 2 Re{e-““D(eie, p’)-’ + sn(eie)>, (4.15) 
where by (2.8) 
l.5,(eie)l Q K,(log n)/n for 0~ C-n, 7~1. 
Thus we get with the help of (4.3) and (4.7), recalling (1.1) and (2.2), that 
K2”+ ‘E n+~(COS6,(1-x2)~v)=A,+~p,+~(x,~‘)+6,(x) (4.16) 
with 
V,(x)1 G K2(log n)ln for XE[-1, 11. 
Next we claim that 
and 
la,Adcl)l G K&w n)ln. (4.18) 
Indeed, (4.17) follows immediately from the fact that 
s 1 p~(x,(1-x2)w)(l-x2)~~(~)dx=~/22”~1(1+a2n+~(d~))~~,+2(d~), -1 
(4.17) 
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which can be demonstrated as in [7, (31.12)] by using relation (I.31 j. 
Concerning relation (4.18) let us recall that, see [IO, (19)J 
and hence 
which implies that 
where the first inequality follows by relation (1.4) and the fact that K& 
K1< ..i <K n < . ~. d K, and the last inequality follows by (2.8) and the , 
estimate IK - K,/ < K(log n)/n which can be deduced from (2.2) and (2.8) 
combined with the maximum principle. Hence (4.18) is proved. 
Relation (4.11) now follows from relation (4.16) together with (4.17) and 
(4.18) if we take into account that by (4.15) (P,~(.Y, w)> is uniformly 
bounded on [ - 1, 11. Along the same lines we obtain (4.12). 
Part (b) can be demonstrated analogously. 
Concerning the asymptotic behaviour on C’,,[- I, I] we get 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that w satisfies the assunzptions (4.2) and set 
p’(e) = ~(~0s 0) /sin 81 for e E [ - 7c, x]. Then 
lim 2”+‘E,z+l(y, (1-2)wj 
,2-x (y+J,y- l)‘Zfl 
=&-&-1,p’j-l (4.19) 
holds in the domain 1~’ + \/y’ - 1/ > 1, the converge being uniform fo! 
lJ’+ #I- I / > 1 + q, ‘I > 0. 
ProaJ: In view of Lemma 4.1, relation (4.9), and the maximum 
principle we have, for z = .t’ - J;r’ - 1 = l:‘(~ + J)‘zm), 
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with lim, _ ~ E”,(Z) =0 for 1~1 < 1. Since relation (4.7) implies that 
Sn+i(z, D-i) converges to 8-i on 1~1 < 1 and that S,*+,(Z, 6-l) is 
bounded on ]zI = 1 the assertion is proved. 1 
It would be interesting to know whether the limit relation (4.19) holds 
under weaker conditions on the weight function u’. 
Based on numerical results Monegato conjectured in [ 1 S] that the zeros 
of the Stieltjes polynomials E,, , and E, for the Legendre weight separate 
each other. Among other results we show in the next corollary that this is 
true, at least for large n, for weight functions (1 - x2) w satisfying assump- 
tion (4.2). For the Legendre weight this question remains still open. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (a) Suppose that w satisfies the assumption (4.2) 
of Theorem 4.1(a). Then there exists an no such that for 
n~n,,E,,(.,(l-x’)tr!) andJ,(.,(l-x’)w)havensimpZezerosin (-1,1) 
and the zeros of (x”-l)p,(., (l-x’)iv) and E,Z+L(.,(1-~2)~~~), 
P~+~(., w) and J,(., (1 -x’),v), E,+I(., (1 -x’)HJ) and .I,(., (1 -x2)bv), 
E,,+,(., (1 --x2b4 and pr’( ., w), and En+, (., (1 -x’)w) and 
E,,( ., (1 - x2)w), respectively, separate each other. 
(b) Suppose that w satisfies the assumptions (4.5) of Theorem 4.1(b) 
and let d, + l,n be defined by (4.1). Then there exists an n, such that for n > n, 
and 9 E (0, (c2 - t1)/2) there is an odd number of zeros of J,( ., (1 - x2)n!) 
between two consecutive zeros of pn+,(., w) contained in [tl +n, c2- n], 
n > 0, and, tf in addition lim, ~ co d, + ,,n = 0, there is an odd number of zeros 
of E, + 1( ., (1 -x2) w) between two consecutive zeros of p,,( ., (1 -x2) w) 
contained in [t, + n, Lj2 - n]. 
Proof We have by Theorem 4.1 combined with (4.7), (1.29), (1.31), 
and (2.7), x = cos 8, 
K~~E,+~(-T (1 -x~)~~M+~P~+Ax, ~~1 
+(1-X2)2?cJH(X,(1-x~)~V)B,+Lpn(X,(1-x2)u~) 
= Re(e- 8~ + l!eg(eje) - 1 + E,, l(eie)} 
~Re{e-““+‘)~D(e’~)~‘+~~,~(e~~)} 
+Im{e-““+l’BD(eie)~l +s,,,(eie)} 
x Im{eCi’“+‘)eD(e’e)-’ + s,,2(eie)) 
= ID( -’ + q,(O), (4.20) 
where lim, _ ~ q,(e) = 0 uniformly on C--n, 7~1. Note that the last 
equation follows by simple calculation. Using (4.20) at the zeros of 
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(+x2 - 1) p,( ., (1 - x’) w), respectively at the zeros of pn + ,( ., w), and recal- 
ling the known fact that the zeros of these both polynomials separate each 
other, the first and second statements follow. Using (4.20) at the zeros of 
J,( ., (1 - x’) W) and taking into consideration the interlacing property of 
the zeros of J,( ., (1 -x2) W) and p ,,+ I( ., w), the interlacing property of the 
zeros of En+ 1(., (1 -x’)w) and J,(., (1 -x’)w) follows. 
Finally let us turn to the interlacing property of the zeros cf 
E,,+i(.l (1 -x’)w) and px’(., W) and of E,,+i(., (I -x”)w) and 
E,( ., (1 - x’)~L*). As we have shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1 the 
assumptions on ,n’(0) := W(COS Q) /sin 01 imply that F(e’“, &) E C’[ -TE, X] 
and F(e”, &)#O on [--7c, TX]. Hence the measure p* defined in (1.13). is 
absolutely continuous on [ - 7t, rc] with the property that, see (I.25 ;13 
(p*)’ (0) = const. ~(~0s 0) [sin BljJF(e”, dp )I 2 is continuously differentiable 
on 5: --Ic. n] and thus satisfies a Lipschitz condition on I-n, T]~ 
by (2,7), 
$,:(e”, dp) = D(ei6, p*)-I + .s,.3(e’B). 
where lim, _ p s,1,3(eiB) = 0 uniformly on C-x, rr]. Setting 
D(z, Lip*) = “D(z) 
we get by (1.34) 
Now we claim that 
K2”E,+,(X,(1 -X’)W)2~‘~, &(X, W) 
-~2~~~E,(x,(1-~~)~‘)2~‘B,,+!yj~‘j(x,,~) 
= (- l/c,) + Y,(-~i, (4.2n) 
where lim, _ * yJx) = 0 uniformly on [ - 1, I]. Indeed, since the left han 
side in (4.21) is equal to (x = cos e) 
W-““+“” (D(eie)-’ + c,,,,(ei8)) j 
x Im(e”‘8(*D(e~ie)+&,.j(eiB))~/sin 19
-Re(e~‘“‘(D(e~@))~ +E,,I(ei@))) 
x Im(e’(“+ “‘(*D(eC”) +E, ,(e’“)))/sin 0 
= -Re{(D+E,,l)(eis)(*D+E,.3)(ei”)> 
= (-l/c,) + y,,(cos e), 
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where the first equality follows by simple calculation and the second one 
follows by the fact that in view of (l.ll), by taking the limits there, 
Re{D(e”) qD(e’e)} = l/c,. 
Since it is well known that pj,“( ., w) and py-! i( ., MI) have interlacing zeros 
we get from (4.21) that E,, i(., (l- 2, ) x IV an pr’( ., W) have interlacing d 
zeros for n an, and thus again by (4.21 j E,,+ i( ., (1 -.x2) W) and 
E,( ., (1 - x2) W) have interlacing zeros. 
(b) follows immediately from relation (4.21) and Theorem 4.1(b). 1 
THEOREM 4.2. (a) Suppose that w satisfies the assumptions (4.2). Then 
all quadrature weights a,,,n, v = 1, . . . . n, and ~1~ ,,,, p = 1, . . . . n, of the 
Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula (1.41), where U’(X) = (1 - x2) w(x), are 
positive. 
(bj Suppose that w satisfies the assumptions (4.5) and that 
lim,, - 3c Cl, + I,n = 0. For any n~(0,(<~-<,)/2) put A-=(vE(~ ,..., nl: 
x,,,~E[S~+~,S~-I?]) and~={p~{l, . . . . n+1):yp,nE[~L+YI,5’2-YI]), 
where Ye,,,, respectively x,,,, , denotes the zeros of E, + 1( ., (1 - x”) VU), respec- 
tively p,( ., ( 1 - x’)w). Then the quadrature weights a ,,,,,, v E -C’, and I!~.~, 
,u E -,fl, of the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula (1.41) are positive. 
Proof: Since the proof runs along the same lines as the proof of 
Theorem 3 in our paper [24] we only sketch the proof. 
(a) In view of [16] the positiveness of the JJ~,,~‘s is equivalent to the 
interlacing property of the zeros of E,, ,( ., (1 - x~)w) and p,( -, (I - x*)w). 
But this has been proved in Corollary 4.3. 
Concerning the positiveness of the gu,n ‘s let us first recall that by [16] 
-1 
0 
v3”=k;E,+I(.~,,,,; (1 -x’)w) P,,(x,,,; (1 -x’)w) 
E,+~(-L,,; (1 -x’)w) 
P,z+l(Xr,,z; (l-x’)w)- l ’ 
where k,, denotes, as in Corollary 4.1, the leading coefficient of 
pn(x, ( 1 - x’)w). Hence, taking into account the interlacing property of the 
zeros of E,, i( ., (1 -x2)ul) and pn( ., (1 -x2)w), the positiveness of the 
cr,,.‘s is equivalent to 
k,+1&+l(x,,,,,, (1 --x2)4, 1 
Pn+lhl, (1 -x’)w) 
for v = 1, . . . . n. (4.22) 
Observing that by (1.3 1 ), x,,,, = cos 8,,,, 
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and thus, using (1.2) and (1.2’), 
42n+Az3 Lz%)=e2+2(z~ &)
=(1-~2,+1)~2*n+I(Z,~~) for -’ = p-, (4.24) 
we get with the help of (1.311, (1.2), (1.2’), and (4.24), respectively (1.29) 
and (4.23), that the following two relations hold for x=x,,,, and z = eiBL.,: 
pn+:(x, (1 -xqW)= 
2K -- 2nilL ‘“‘“4T,&) 










Taking into account that by ( 1.22’) and (2.1) (4:) is uniformly bounded 
from above and below on 1z-j = 1 and thus (ip n + I (x ,,., I w ) I), respectively 
( Ipn + i(.~,.,,  (1 - x”) w)/ ), is uniformly bounded from above, respectively 
below, and that by (4.17) lim,,,= (k, + ,/k,) = 2, we obtain with the help 
of (4.11) that 
with E n ,z+oc~~O and g II - 0 uniformly on [I - 1, I], where the iast II - cx 
equality follows by (4.24)-(4.26), (2.5), (1.28 ), and (1.1). Thus part (a) is 
proved. 
Using Corollary (4.3b) part (b) can be proved quite similarily to 
part (a). I 
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